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We consider the case of two cavity modes of the electromagnetic field, which are coupled via the action of
a parametric amplifier. The fields are allowed to leak from the cavity and homodyne measurement is performed
on one of the modes. Because of the correlations between the modes, this leads to a reduction of the variance
in a quadrature of the other mode, although no measurement is performed on it directly. We discuss how this
relates to the Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen Gedankenexperiment. @S1050-2947~97!01502-3#
PACS number~s!: 42.50.Dv, 03.65.BzI. INTRODUCTION
There has been much debate over the logical foundation
of quantum theory since it’s not so humble beginnings in the
first decades of this century. Arguably one of the most sig-
nificant and long lasting contributions to this debate is the
Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen paper ~EPR! @1#. The problems
raised by EPR were regarded by some as philosophical in
nature, until Bell published his famous paper in 1964 @2#.
The Bell inequalities ~which were subsequently generalized
to more useful forms by Clauser et al. @3#! brought the EPR
questions out of the realm of philosophy and into the realm
of physics, as it suggested experiments that would be capable
of testing the different predictions of quantum mechanics
and local realistic theories.
The Bell inequalities concern constraints on correlations
in systems involving observables with discrete spectra, as
distinct from the original EPR Gedankenexperiment, which
was cast in terms of position and momentum. The formula-
tion in terms of discrete variables was due to Bohm @4# who
reworked the EPR argument by considering correlated spin-
1
2 particles. Many experiments ~see, for example, @5#! have
been performed to look at equivalent systems, generally us-
ing correlated photons. Only relatively recently @6# was an
experiment performed which followed the EPR proposal by
looking at observables with a continuous spectrum. This ex-
periment followed a suggestion by Reid and Drummond
@7,8# who proposed using the correlations between the
quadrature amplitudes of the signal and idler modes in a
non-degenerate parametric amplifier as an example of the
original EPR paradox. The quadrature amplitudes of the
modes have continuous spectra and are equivalent to canoni-
cal position and momentum variables of a particle in an har-
monic potential.
In this paper we also consider two cavity field modes
coupled by the action of a non-degenerate parametric ampli-
fier, but we are not interested in devising an experimental
test of the EPR paradox. Instead we want to use a conditional
master equation to describe the system, in order to study the
effect of performing homodyne measurements on one of the
field modes. The measurement leads to a reduction in the
conditional variance of the measured quadrature, as you
would expect, but because of the correlations between the
modes it also causes a reduction in the conditional variance551050-2947/97/55~2!/1430~7!/$10.00of one of the quadratures in the other mode. In Sec. II we
discuss the model to be used and introduce the stochastic
master equation that describes the system. In Sec. III we
consider the corresponding equation for the conditional
Wigner function. Section IV discusses the equations of mo-
tion for the conditional operator averages, which are ob-
tained directly from the master equation. We use these equa-
tions to obtain the steady state solutions for the conditional
variances for the quadrature operators, and discuss whether
we can use these variances to violate uncertainty relations in
the EPR sense. Section V summarizes the results.
II. MODEL
In the interaction picture the nondegenerate parametric
amplifier is described by the evolution operator @9#
U~ t !5expS 2ikt2 ~ab1a†b†! D , ~1!
where k is the coupling constant ~assumed real!, and a(a†)
and b(b†) are the annihilation ~creation! operators for the
two cavity modes. Equation ~1! is just a two-mode squeeze
operator @10#, which produces two-mode squeezed states
~TMSS!. A TMSS differs from a product of two single-mode
squeezed states in that the squeezing in a TMSS is due to
correlations between the two modes, while each mode taken
individually does not exhibit any squeezing. To see this we
define the quadrature operators
x5a1a†, y52i~a2a†!, v5b1b†, w52i~b2b†!,
~2!
which satisfy the commutation relations @x ,y #5@v ,w#52i .
In terms of these operators Eq. ~1! becomes
U~ t !5expS 2ikt4 ~xv2yw ! D . ~3!
From this we can show that the Heisenberg equations of
motion for the quadrature operators have the solutions
x~ t !5coshS k2 t D x~0 !2sinhS k2 t Dw~0 !, ~4!
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with similar equations for y and v . Thus we see that the
parametric amplifier couples together the x and w quadra-
tures, and also the y and v quadratures. From these equations
it is straightforward to calculate the correlations between the
modes ~see, e.g., @7#!. As x and v are equivalent to position
variables and y and w are equivalent to momentum vari-
ables, we see that the parametric amplifier effectively pro-
duces position-momentum coupling. This differs from the
original EPR Gedankenexperiment in which they considered
position-position and momentum-momentum coupling. This
difference is irrelevant however.
The configuration we will discuss is shown schematically
in Fig. 1. We consider a cavity containing two modes that are
coupled via the parametric amplifier. Each mode is allowed
to leak from the cavity, and we perform homodyne measure-
ments on mode b only. By varying the phase of the local
oscillator used for the measurement, we can choose to mea-
sure any quadrature of mode b . It can be shown @11,12# that
the conditional master equation ~conditioned on the homo-
dyne measurement! for the system is
FIG. 1. Schematic of experiment. The two modes a and b are
coupled by the action of the parametric amplifier ~denoted by x!
and are allowed to leak from the cavity. The output of mode b is
combined with a local oscillator ~L.O.! and detected by a photode-
tector ~P.D.!, which we assume to be perfect. The two output mir-
rors have a damping rate of unity.drc~ t !52i@H ,rc~ t !#dt1$gD@a#dt1gD@b#dt
1AgdW~ t !H@be2iw#%rc~ t !, ~6!
where g is the damping rate from the cavity ~assumed to be
the same for both modes! and w is the phase of the local
oscillator. We can scale the units of time by g ~by setting
g51) and so eliminate g from our working. dW(t) is an
infinitesimal Wiener increment satisfying E@dW(t)2#5dt
and E@dW(t)#50, where E@ # represents the ensemble ex-
pectation value. The first commutator on the right-hand side
represents the internal dynamics of the cavity, where
H5
k
2 ~ab1a
†b†! ~7!
is the Hamiltonian describing the nondegenerate parametric
amplifier @9#. The superoperators D@c# and H@c# are defined
by
D@c#r5crc†2 12 ~c†cr1rc†c !, ~8!
H@c#r5cr1rc†2 Tr@~c1c†!r#r . ~9!
D@c# represents damping from the cavity of the mode with
annihilation operator c @11#, while H@c# represents homo-
dyne measurement of that mode @12#. The phase term e2iw in
the argument of H in Eq. ~6! determines the quadrature to be
measured. The subscript c indicates that the density matrix is
conditional. The unconditional master equation is simply
found by taking the expectation value of Eq. ~6!.
At this point there are two ways to proceed. We can either
convert Eq. ~6! into an equation of motion for the conditional
Wigner function of the system, or use Eq. ~6! directly to find
the equations of motion for the conditional quadrature opera-
tor moments.
III. CONDITIONAL WIGNER FUNCTION
Using the usual operator correspondences for the Wigner
function @11# Eq. ~6! becomes]Wc~a,t !5
2ik
2 F ]]b
*
a1
]
]a
*
b2
]
]b
a*2
]
]a
b*GWc~a,t !dt1 12 F ]]a* a*1 ]
2
]a]a*GWc~a,t !dt1 12 F ]]b b1 ]]b* b*
1
]2
]b]b*GWc~a,t !dt1dW~ t !F ~b2^b&c!e2iw1~b*2^b*&c!eiw112 S eiw ]]b 1e2iw ]]b*D GWc~a,t !, ~10!where the variables a and b correspond to the a and b
modes, respectively, and a5(a ,a*,b ,b*).
Now, by averaging Eq. ~10! over all possible conditional
states ~that is, taking the ensemble average! the terms involv-
ing dW(t) go to zero, and the resulting equation can be
solved for the unconditional ~steady state! Wigner function
by treating it as a Fokker-Planck equation of the form]W~a,t !
]t
5(
i
] i@Ai ja jW~a,t !#
1
1
2(i j ] i] j@D~a,t ! i jW~a,t !# . ~11!
We then make the identifications
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ik
2
0 0
1
2
D ,
D5S 0 12 0 012 0 0 00 0 0 12
0 0
1
2
0
D . ~12!
The steady state Wigner function is then given by a Gaussian
of zero mean, which has the form @13#
Wss~a!5
1
A~2p!4dets
expS 212 aTs21aD , ~13!
where s is the covariance matrix satisfying As1sA5D ,
which was found to be
s5
1
2~12k2! S 0 1 2ik 01 0 0 ik2ik 0 0 1
0 ik 1 0
D . ~14!
This gives
Wss~a!5
~12k2!
p2
exp~22aa*22bb*12ikab
22ika*b*! ~15!
Note that we must have k,1 for a steady state. From the
covariance matrix ~14! it is easy to read off the steady state
symmetrically ordered second order moments of a , a†, b ,
and b†. ~For a Gaussian all moments higher than second
order are expressible in terms of first and second order mo-
ments @13#.! Using these we can calculate the following
quantities:
^x&ss5^y&ss5^v&ss5^w&ss50, ~16!
Uss
x 5Uss
y 5Uss
v 5Uss
w 5
k2
12k2 , ~17!
Uss
xy5Uss
vw50, ~18!Css
xv5Css
yw50, ~19!
Css
xw5Css
yv52
k
12k2 , ~20!
where we have defined the covariances Cxv5^xv&
2^x&^v&, etc., the normally ordered covariances Uxy
5^:xy :&2^x&^y&, etc., and the normally ordered variances
Ux5^:x2:&2^x&2, etc., where :x: indicates normal ordering.
~Note that Ux5Vx21 where Vx5^x2&2^x&2.! We use the
normally ordered expressions as they appear naturally in the
equations we derive in the next section.
As noted in the previous section, we can see from Eq.
~20! that the action of the parametric amplifier is to couple
the x to the w quadrature, and the y to the v quadrature.
Now we consider the effect of the measurement on the
steady state. Although we expect the Wigner function to re-
main Gaussian, we were unable to find an explicit solution to
Eq. ~10!. However, to gain some insight into the effect of the
measurement, we can calculate the change in the steady state
Wigner function at time t after the first infinitesimal mea-
surement increment by substituting Wss(a) into Eq. ~10! and
explicitly calculating the change, dWc(a,t). When this is
done, we find the post measurement state is described by
Wc~a,t1dt !5Wss~a!1dWc~a,t !
5@11ikdW~ t !~aeiw2a*e2iw!#Wss~a!
~21!
From ~21! we can calculate the changes in the normally or-
dered variances of the quadrature operators due to the mea-
surement:
dUx5
2k2
~12k2!2sin
2wdt , ~22!
dUw5
2k4
~12k2!2sin
2wdt , ~23!
dUy5
2k2
~12k2!2cos
2wdt , ~24!
dUv5
2k4
~12k2!2cos
2wdt . ~25!
There are a few points to note here. From these equations the
dependence on w cleary shows the coupling between x and
w and between y and v , as already mentioned. For the case
of w5p/2, corresponding to a measurement of the w quadra-
ture, we see that the variance of w decreases as you would
expect, and the variance in x also decreases. This is a mani-
festation of the EPR correlations between the two quadra-
tures. From Eqs. ~22! and ~23! we see that Ux decreases by a
larger amount than Uw ~since k,1). Although we are mea-
suring the w quadrature, this result is not entirely unexpected
because of the noise introduced by the homodyne measure-
ment, which acts to increase the variance of the measured
quantity. As the x quadrature is not being measured directly
it avoids this introduced noise.
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ment has no effect on the variances. Initially this may seem
strange as you would expect the variance of the measured
quadrature to decrease regardless of the presence or absence
of correlations between the modes. This does not occur here
since when k50 the modes will each be in a ~coherent!
vacuum state ~due to the damping from the cavity!, and it has
been shown by Wiseman and Milburn @12,14# that homo-
dyne measurement cannot produce a nonclassical conditional
state ~that is, with the noise in one quadrature below the
vacuum level! from a state which is initially classical. This is
also easy to see if we look at the action of the superoperator
H@a# on a general coherent state ua& : H@a#ua&^au50.
Hence we see that homodyne measurement has no effect on
a coherent state.
IV. CONDITIONAL OPERATOR MOMENTS
Through the use of the Wigner function we were able to
see how the system correlations are manifested after the first
infinitesimal measurement interval. In this section we will
use the equations of motion for the quadrature operator mo-
ments to obtain steady state values for the normally ordered
conditional variances of the quadrature operators with the
measurement effects included.
Using Eq. ~6! we find the following equations of motion
for the conditional quadrature operator moments:
d^x&c52
k
2 ^w&cdt2
1
2 ^x&cdt1dW~ t !
3~Cc
xvcosw1Cc
xwsinw!, ~26!
d^y&c52
k
2 ^v&cdt2
1
2 ^y&cdt1dW~ t !
3~Cc
yvcosw1Cc
ywsinw!, ~27!
d^v&c52
k
2 ^y&cdt2
1
2 ^v&cdt1dW~ t !
3~Uc
vcosw1Uc
vwsinw!, ~28!
d^w&c52
k
2 ^x&cdt2
1
2 ^w&cdt1dW~ t !
3~Uc
vwcosw1Uc
wsinw!, ~29!
d^x2&c52k^xw&cdt2^:x2:&cdt1dW~ t !
3~Uc
xxvcosw1Uc
xxwsinw!, ~30!
d^w2&c52k^xw&cdt2^:w2:&cdt1dW~ t !
3~Uc
wwvcosw1Uc
wwwsinw!, ~31!
d^xw&c52
k
2 ^:x
2:1:w2:12&cdt2^xw&cdt1dW~ t !
3~Uc
xwvcosw1Uc
xwwsinw!, ~32!
as well as similar equations for the seven other second order
moments. We have defined the normally ordered quantitiesU
c
x1x2x35^:x1x2x3 :&c2^:x1x2 :&c^x3&c . By neglecting the
measurement terms involving dW(t) it is easy to find the
steady state solutions to these equations, which of course
give the same results as in the previous section @see Eqs.
~16!–~20!#.
If we choose w5p/2, we find that Eqs. ~26!, ~29!, ~30!,
~31!, and ~32! lead to a closed set of equations involving
Uc
x
, Uc
w
, and Cc
xw
. If we assume the state of the system is
Gaussian we can express the third order moments in the sto-
chastic terms in terms of first and second order moments.
When this is done we find that the stochastic terms cancel,
and we have the following nonlinear coupled equations:
dUc
x
dt 52kCc
xw2@Uc
x1~Cc
xw!2# , ~33!
dUc
w
dt 52kCc
xw2@Uc
w1~Uc
w!2# , ~34!
dCc
xw
dt 52
k
2 ~Uc
x1Uc
w12 !2~Cc
xw1Cc
xwUc
w!. ~35!
Thus we see that the variances and covariances evolve deter-
ministically under homodyne measurement, as long as the
state remains Gaussian. In the Appendix we show that a
Gaussian state remains Gaussian under homodyne measure-
ment.
For notational convenience, we define X[E@Uc
x# ,
W[E@Uc
w# , and Z[E@Cc
xw# . We then obtain the equations
X˙52kZ2~X1Z2!, ~36!
W˙ 52kZ2~W1W2!, ~37!
Z˙52
k
2 ~X1W12 !2Z~11W !. ~38!
We can solve these equations numerically for a given value
of k , using the initial conditions given by the steady state
without measurement. Figure 2 illustrates the solution for
k50.5. As can be seen the system soon reaches a new steady
state. From Eqs. ~36!–~38! we can obtain explicit expres-
sions for the variances in this steady state :
Wss5211A12 ~11k21A116k21k4!, ~39!
Zss52
1
k
Wss~11Wss!, ~40!
Xss52~Zss
2 1kZss!. ~41!
In Fig. 3 we plot these steady state solutions as a function of
k . As can be seen, the variance in x is always less than the
variance in w due to the measurement noise ~as discussed in
the previous section!. Now, if we choose w50 we can fol-
low the same procedure to obtain identical results involving
Uc
y Uc
v and Cc
yv Using these results, can we violate the
uncertainty relation Vc
xVc
y>1?
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menta of the two particles were perfectly correlated, and per-
fect position and momentum measurements were assumed.
In our case we do not have perfect correlations, nor does
homodyne measurement allow perfect determination of the
quadrature operator averages. In fact, as noted above, homo-
dyne measurement can never reduce the variance to below
that of a coherent state if the state is initially classical. Be-
cause of this the uncertainty relation Vc
xVc
y>1 will not be
violated in our scheme. Naively, one would require that this
inequality be violated for a demonstration of the EPR para-
dox ~see @6–8# for discussions on the actual quantities which
are calculated in an experiment!. If it were violated ~if we
were to use a different type of measurement for example! it
still does not pose a problem for quantum mechanics. Essen-
tially two different experiments have to be performed ~with a
different value of the local oscillator phase in each! to pro-
FIG. 2. Numerical solutions to Eqs. ~36!–~38! for the normally
ordered conditional variances of the x ~dashed curve! and w ~solid
curve! quadratures, and the conditional covariance of x and w
quadratures ~dotted curve! as a funtion of the scaled time, t , for
k50.5.
FIG. 3. Plot of the steady state normally ordered conditional
variances of the x ~dashed curve! and w ~solid curve! quadratures,
and the conditional covariance of x and w quadratures ~dotted
curve! as a function of k .duce two sets of conditional states. From one set we calcu-
late Vc
x
, and from the other Vc
y
. But the uncertainty principle
only applies to variances for the same state @9#, so quantum
mechanics does not allow us to use both of these variances in
the same uncertainty relation.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have used conditional states to study the
effect of homodyne measurement on two coupled modes of
the electromagnetic field. The modes were coupled via a
nondegenerate parametric amplifier, which resulted in corre-
lations between the modes. As the quadrature amplitudes of
the modes have continuous spectra, this system can be used
for testing the EPR paradox in its original formulation, as
opposed to the Bell inequalities, which cover systems whose
variables have discrete spectra.
Several important points have been discussed. Firstly, us-
ing a conditional master equation we considered making ho-
modyne measurements on one mode only, which leads to a
reduction in the conditional variance of the measured
quadrature, as expected. The correlations between the modes
means that the conditional variance of the quadrature in the
other mode to which the measured quadrature is coupled also
decreases, even though no measurement is made on it di-
rectly. We also found that the conditional variance of the
measured quadrature does not decrease as much as the un-
measured quadrature of the other mode. That is, we can de-
termine the value of the unmeasured quadrature better than
the measured one. We attribute the excess noise in the mea-
sured quadrature to noise introduced by the measurement
process.
Secondly, when examining the uncertainty relation
Vc
xVc
y>1, we note that this can never be violated in our
scheme. The reason for this is that for a state that is initially
classical ~by which we mean the variance in all quadratures
is greater than or equal to that of the vacuum! homodyne
measurement can never reduce the variance to below the
vacuum level ~which is equal to 1 in our notation!. However,
it may be possible to find other measurement schemes that
can achieve this ~e.g., through the use of an appropriately
squeezed local oscillator for the homodyne measurement!.
Finally we note that in order to violate the uncertainty
relation, as required to demonstrate the EPR paradox, we are
required to perform two different experiments — one to cal-
culate the conditional variance in x , and one to calculate the
conditional variance in y . As different measurements are re-
quired for each experiment a different set of conditional
states is produced in each experiment. As such it does not
make much sense to insert the calculated values in the same
inequality and expect it to tell us anything meaningful about
the state of the system.
APPENDIX
In this Appendix we calculate the effect of homodyne
measurement on a state with a Gaussian Wigner function.
Consider the steady state Wigner function @Eq. ~15!#
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~12k2!
p2
exp~22aa*22bb*12ikab
22ika*b*!. ~A1!
If we define the quadrature variables X5a1a*,
Y52i(a2a*), V5b1b*, and W52i(b2b*), then the
Wigner function can be written as
Wss~X!5
~12k2!
p2
expF2 12 ~X21W2!2kXW G
3expF2 12 ~Y 21V2!2kYV G . ~A2!
If we consider homodyne measurement of the w quadrature
only, then we can ignore the second exponential of Eq. ~A2!,
which only involves Y and V , and consider the reduced
Wigner function obtained by integrating over Y and V , i.e.,
Wss~X ,W !5A~12k2!p2 expS 2 12 ~X21W2!2kXW D .
~A3!
In general we can consider a two-dimensional Gaussian
Wigner function of the form
W~X˜,W˜ !5NexpF2 12 ~X˜W˜ !MS X˜W˜ D G
5NexpS 2 12 @M 11X˜21M 22W˜ 2
1~M 121M 21!X˜W˜ # D , ~A4!
where N is a normalization factor, and M5s21, where s is
the covariance matrix for the variables X˜5X2X¯ and
W˜5W2W¯ , and X¯ denotes the mean of X .
From the last line in Eq. ~10!, we see that the effect of
homodyne measurement on the Wigner function is described
by the operator
dW~ t !H~W˜ !5dW~ t !SW˜1 ]
]W˜ D , ~A5!
where we have taken w5p/2 for simplicity. The effect on
the Wigner function is then given bydW~ t !H~W˜ !W~X˜,W˜ !
5dW~ t !SW˜1 ]
]W˜ DW~X˜,W˜ !
5dW~ t !SW˜2M 22W˜212 ~M 121M 21!X˜ DW~X˜,W˜ !
5F~X˜,W˜ !dW~ t !W~X˜,W˜ !, ~A6!
where F(X˜,W˜ )5(12M 22)W˜2 12(M 121M 21)X˜. The Wigner
function after the measurement is therefore
W8~X˜,W˜ !5@11F~X˜,W˜ !dW~ t !#W~X˜,W˜ !
5expS F~X˜,W˜ !dW~ t !212 F2~X˜,W˜ !dt DW~X˜,W˜ !.
~A7!
Expanding and combining the terms in this equation we get
W8~X˜,W˜ !5NexpFX˜2S 2 12M 11218 ~M 121M 21!2dt D
1W˜ 2S 2 12M 222 12 ~12M 22!2dt D
1X˜W˜ S 2 12 ~M 121M 21!
1
1
2 ~12M 22!~M 121M 21!dt D
1X˜S 2 12 ~M 121M 21!dW~ t ! D
1W˜ ~12M 22!dW~ t !G . ~A8!
We can redefine new variables X˜8 and W˜ 8 where
X˜85X˜1GdW(t) and W˜ 85W˜1HdW(t), where G and
H are functions which contain stochastic terms ~i.e., involv-
ing the Wiener increment!. The postmeasurement Wigner
function can then be expressed in Gaussian form in terms of
these new variables:
W8~X˜8,W˜ 8!5N8expF2 12 ~X˜8W˜ 8!M8S X˜8W˜ 8D G , ~A9!
where M8 is the inverse of a new covariance matrix. From
Eq. ~A8! we see that M8 will include terms involving dt , but
no stochastic terms @since the factors multiplying X˜2,W˜ 2,
and X˜W˜ do not involve dW(t)#. There are three points to
note from this result. Firstly, as we set out to show, a Gauss-
ian state remains Gaussian under homodyne measurement.
Secondly, the covariances evolve deterministically ~as noted
in Sec. IV!, and thirdly, in contrast to the covariances, the
means evolve stochastically.
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